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Resumo

Para sistemas que podem ser repara.dos, é comum o uso de poll'ticas de manutenção
regular como meio de se obter desejada confiabilidade. Neste artigo, desenvolvemos um
método de solução para analizar várias polÍticas de lnanutenção de sistemas de computação
reparáveis. A análise se aplica a sistemas cujo comportamento de falha pode ser modelado
por um processo de Markov de tempo contmuo e, por conseguinte, cara.cteristicas impor-
tantes podem ser incluídas no modelo. Além do mais, não é necessário supor que o sistema
é reparado com perfeição ao término de um perfodo de manutenção. Esta. suposição não é
realistica na. maioria dos casos. São obtidas tanto medidas transientes quanto medidas em
estado estacionário. O método de solução é baseado na técnica de aleatorização e possue
vantagens tais como estabilidade numérica. e facilidade de implementação.

A bstract

For systems which can undergo repair, it is common to use regular maintaina.nce polici~
as a means to a.chieve ava.ilability requirements. We develop a solution method to a.nalyze
various scheduled mainta.inance policies of repa.irable computer systems. The analysis
is applicable to systems with failure behavior which can be modeled by a. continuous-
time Markov process, and 1hus important characteristics can be included in the model.
Furthermore, we do not use the assumption of perfed repair I which is unrealistic for most
systems. We obtain both transient and steady-state n1easures. The solution approach is
based on the ra.ndomizatjon technique and possesses adv:mtages such as numerical stability
and ease of implementa.tion.

~ UNIVERSIDADE FEDERAL DO RIO DE JANEIRO
~ NÚCLEO DE COMPUTAÇÃO ELETRONICA



1 Introduction

Our interest is in analyzing scheduled maintenance policies of repairable computer
systems. The maintenance policies we consider include those for which repair is
performed when the system fails, and maintenance/repair is done at regular time
intervals. Throughout the paper we use "cheduled repair and "cheduled maintenance
interchangeably. These indicate a regular maintenance (for example, cleaning con-
tacts, searching for failures, etc.), which may include repairs if the system is not
fully operational upon the arrival of the scheduled repairman. The terminology
un8cheduled repair indicates an unscheduled visit of the repairman.

A large amount of literature exists concerning maintenance models and their
evaluation [ASCH84]. However, it is usually assumed that the system is restored
to full operation after each failure and/or repair times are ignored, which are not
very realistic assumptions. In general, the theory of renewal processes is used to
attack the problem. Furthermore, in most cases, only simple models of computer
structures have been considered [HELV80,ODA81,YAK84]. Makam and Avizienis
8.11ow more complex models to be studied [MAKA81], but their approach implicitly
8.ssumes an average constant repair time. In their model, no repair is allowed jf the
system goes down before the next scheduled maintenance, and it is assumed that
the system is restored to full configuration at the end of the scheduled repair.

In this paper we evaluate availability measures for models of computer systems
in the presence of scheduled maintenance. Specifically, we study the three mninte-
nance policies briefly described below. In the first policy, repair is allowed d uring
fixed intervals of time which are T units apart, and it is not allowed during any
other period. This behavior may represent a non-stationary satellite system, where
repair can be performed only when the orbiting satellite passes through some points
in its orbit. In the second policy, a maintenance period is always scheduled T time
units apart. However, if the system goes down before the scheduled service, an
extr8. service is performed to attempt to bring the system to full operation. This
policy is typic8.1 for large system installations. In the third policy we assume that
m8.intenance is scheduled T units of time apart, similar to the second policy. How-
ever, if the system goes down before t he regular sched uled repair, an extra service is
c8.11ed for only if the system failure does not occur ne8.r the scheduled repair visit. If
the extra repair service is performed, the next repair is rescheduled to a later time.
If the extra repair is not performed, then the system remains inoperative until the
next scheduled repair visit. This behavior is typical of small system facilities.

The basic 8.ssumption in alI three policies is th8.t the system failure behavior can
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be represented by a continuous-time Markov process. This is a common assumption,
and it aIIows many important modeIing detaiIs to be incIuded. For a discussion of
details which can be incorporated in a Markov process avaiIabiIity modeI we refer to
[GOYA86]. We discuss cases for which the Iength of the scheduIed maintenance can
be dependent on the state of the system upon arrivaI of the repairmanj automated
repair may be performed when the system is degradedj complex faiIure behavior
may be modeled when the repair is being made. Imperfect repair modeIs are also
considered, i.e., the system may not be Ieft in fuIl operation by the repairman. We
allow the system to be repaired to any subset of states in the modeI. This is an
important modeIing capabiIity, since in reality it is possibIe that the repairman may
Ieave without finding alI of the malfunctions in the system.

We caIculate steady state as well as transient measures. Our solution method
requires the evaluation of transient quantities, and as part of the analysis or each
policy we use the randomization (or uniformization) technique [CINJ.J75,ROSS83].
Randomization has been used previously to evaIuate various transient measures in a
Markovian environment [DESO86a,DESO86b,GRAS77,GROS84,MELA84,MITJL8.
This technique has proven to be sim pIe and efficient for the quantities we consider .
We evaluate measures such as availabiIity and expected number of unscheduled re-
pair visits. However, the approach can be used to obtain other important measllres.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review the
randomization technique, which is used to anaIyze the various policies. Sections 3,
4 and 5 describe the scheduled maintenance policies we consider, the assumptions
made and the measures to be caIcuIated. In section 6 we present examples which
illustrate the approach and the importance of the measures we calcuIate. Section 7
contains conclusions based on the results of the paper. In appendix A a slightly
different approach from that ofsections 3,4 and 5 for calculating transient measures
is presented, which may reduce computation for some models.
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2 Model Description and Background Material

In this section we first introduce the mathematical model that is used in the analysis
of the various scheduled maintenance policies discussed in the previous section. We
then give a brief overview of the method of solution, which involves the use of an
analytical technique called randomization. We conclude the section by reviewing
this technique and emphasizing several important properties of it which we use in
our analysis.

The systems considered in this paper are repairablej automatic and/or manual
techniques may be used in case of a failure. AlI failure distributions and repair dis-
tributions are assumed to be Markovian, and so general availability Markov models
may be analyzed. In addition to unscheduled repairs, which are done when the
system goes down, scheduled maintenance is also performed. These scheduled re-
pair periods enable us to identify a sequence of points in time for which there is
an imbedded Markov chain. The imbedded points correspond to the beginning of a
repair phase in the first model, the arrival of a scheduled repairman in the second
model, and the arrival of a repairman ( w hether sched uled or unsched uled ) in the
third model. We are able to calculate both transient and steady state availability
measures by focusing attention on the imbedded chain.

Specifically, we assume that the behavior of the system of interest evolves ac-
cording to a stochastic process with finite state space S = { ai: i = 1, ..., M} .We

also assume that there are L operational (up) states and K failed (down) 5tates
with L + K = M. We use the notation So = { ai: i = 1, ..., L} for the set or oper-
ational states and S F = { ai: L + 1, ..., M} for the set of failed states. For e8.ch of

the models which are an8.lyzed in the paper, we identify an imbedded M8.rkov chain
y = {y. : k = 0,1,...} at time points {Tk : k = 0,1,...} (TO = 0). Now suppose

we wish to calculate both steady state and t[ansient expected values of a measure
M. Such quantities include the rraction of time th8.t the system is operation8.1 ( the
availability of the system) and the number of failures per unit time. We fi[st deter-
mine the transition matrix D or y (its ith row is denoted di). We next associ8.te a
[eward Mi with state ai of the imbedded chain, which is equal to the value or M
over an interval (Tk-l,Tk) given that Y.-l = ai (these rewards are independent ofk
for the cases considered in the paper ). The steady state and transient values or M
are then obtained using [esults from the theory of Ma[kov chains with [ew8.rds.

We first consider steady state results. Let M(k) be the ( unconditional) total
[eward during (O, Tk). From theorem 7.14 of [HEYM82] we conclude th8.t (indepen-
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dent of the state at time O)

lim ~ = f: E[Mi],Bi = Iim E[M(k)] (1)
k-+oo k i=l k-+oo k

where the first equality holds with probability 1. Here ,Bi is the steady state prob-
ability of state ai in the imbedded Markov chain. The vector ,B = (,Bl, ..."BM) can
be obtained by solving ,B = ,BD.

We next consider transient measures over the interval (0, Tk). To calculate
E[M(k)], we first calculate Mi for alI states ai and then uncondition those re-
sults based on the state probability distribution at Tj (j = O, 1, ..., k -1 ). Let
,Bi(j) = P(~ = ai), and Iet ,B(j) = (,Bl(j), ..."BM(j)) be the corresponding state
probability vector. Then ,B(j) = ,B(j -l)D. We have

M k-l
E[M(k)] = L E[Mi] L ,Bi(j) (2)

i=l j=o

Once the transition matrix D and the expected values {E[Mi] : i = 1, ..., M}
have been calculated, equations 1 and 2 may be used to obtain the steady state
and transient measures. As we see below, the evaluation of D and E[Mi] involves
the calculation of transient quantities in a Markovian environment. This can be
done for all three modeIs using a technique called randomization or unirormization.
The randomization method is based on transforming a finite state continuous-time
Markov process into a discrete-time Markov chain subordinated to a Poisson process.
That is, Iet X = {X(t) : t ~ 0} be a (continuous-time) Markov process with

generator Q and finite state space S. Then we may assume that X(t) = ZN(t)
where Z = {Zn : n = 0,1, ...} is a (discrete-time) Markov chain and AI' = {N(t) :

t ? o} is a Poisson process independent of z. The rate corresponding to AI' is
A ~ maxl~i~M '\i (where '\i is the rate out of state ai in X), and the transition
matrix ror Z is p = Q / A + I.

In order to use equations 1 and 2 to calculate steady state and transient quan-
tities, we must first obtain values of certain measures over an interval of the form
( Tk-l , Tk). Randomization may be used to calculate various transient qt ntities
related to Markovian models ror a given finite time period (0, t). The inter'. ?ls be-
tween the imbedded points Tk in the first and second modeIs are or constant l","~th,
and so randomization may be used in a straightrorward manner. However, " ,lch
intervals are not constant ror the third model, and as a consequence the apj"lica-
tion of randomization in this case is more involved. The quantities of intere~t for
the third model are determined rrom the corresponding quantities of an au.x \ary
process, and the latter may be calculated using randomization.
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Among the quantities we calculate using randomization, we first consider the
state probability vector P(t) = (Pl(t), ...,PM(t)) where pi(t) = P[X(t) = aiJ. By
conditioning on N(t), we have

P(t) = f: e-At~7r(n) (3)
n=O n.

Here 7r(n) = (7rl(n), ...,7rM(n)) where 7ri(n) = P[Zn = aiJ. Note that 7r(n) =

7r(n-l)P.

Next consider O(t), the time that the system is in operational states during
(O, t) (the cumulative operational time), and we calculate its expected val1le using
randomization. As before, we condition on N(t) and obtain

E[O(t)J = ~t.e-At~foll7ro(m)11 (4)

Here 7ro(m) = (7rl(m), ...,7rL(m)) is that part ofthe vector 7r(m) which corresponds

to the operational states. The vector 7rF( m) is defined in a similar manner ror the
failed states, namely, 7rF(m) = (7rL+l(m), ...,7rM(m)). Also, for a nonnegative
vector v = (Vl, ..., VJ ), the notation Ilvll represents the norm Ilvll = Lf=l Vj .

A third quantity of interest is the availability A(t), or the fraction of time that
the system was operational during (0, t). Noting that A(t) = O(t)/t, we may 1lse
equation 4 to calculate its expected value.

We end this section by observing that the infinite sums in equations 3 and 4
must be truncated at some index N when these formulas are used for n1lmerical
calculations. The error produced in the evaluation of P(t) is

ep(N) ~c f: e-At~7r(n) (5)
n=N+l n.

which clearly satisfies

Ilep(N)11 ~ 1 -f: e-At~ (6)
n=O n.

Similarly, the error obtained by truncation in equation 4 is

1 ~ (At)n+l n
eo(N) ~c An=~+le-At~foll7ro(m)11 (7)

and it satisfies

eo(N) ~ t ~l-Ee-At~~ (8)

In either case, N can be evaluated in advance for a given error tolerance f:.
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3 First Model

3.1 Introduction

Consider 8. s8.te11ite in 8. non-5t8.tion8.ry orbit 8.bout the e8.rth with component5

which 8.re subject to r8.i1ure. During p8.rt or e8.ch orbit the s8.te11ite wi11 p8.55 within

r8.nge or 8.n e8.rth 5t8.tion, 8.nd the 5t8.tion c8.n initi8.te 8.ny needed rep8.ir5. Ir 8.ny

new r8.i1ures occur during thi5 time period, the5e rep8.ir5 c8.n 8.150 be c8.rried out

However, during the 5econd p8.rt ofe8.ch orbit the 58.te11ite i5 out ofr8.nge ofthe e8.rth

station, 8.nd thus rep8.irs C8.nnot be performed. We c8.n view the 8.bove 5itu8.tion

8.S the c8.se of 8. rep8.irm8.n who m8.kes 5cheduled Vi5it5 to 8. 5ite (the time bet,veen

visit5 is con5t8.nt) 8.nd rem8.ins 8.t the site ror 8. con5t8.nt length or time. We wish to

find both 5te8.dy state 8.nd transient 8.vail8.bility me8.5UreS or the 5ystem.

To 8.nalyze the 8.bove behavior, we introduce the fol10wing model. We 8.55UmC

that rep8.ir c8.n 5t8.rt on1y 8.t regular points in time of length T units apart. F1lr-

thermore, 8. rep8.ir is 8.1lowed only d1lring 8. fixed period of time R, whether or not

the sy5tem is brought to full oper8.tion. As indic8.ted in Figure 1, the time line j5

divided into interv8.ls or con5t8.nt dur8.tion T. In e8.ch interv8.l, rep8.ir i5 8.1lowed only

I I I I I

1-- R I rep8ir I R I rep8ir --f
not 8llowed not 8llowed

I T I T I

Figure 1: Fir5t model.

during the first R 1lnit5 of time ( which we c8.11 the fir5t ph8.5e or repair ph8.se) and

disallowed during the remaining T- R 1lnits (the second ph8.5e or non-r(;,air ph8.5e).
Distinct generator m8.trices Ql' Q2 corre5ponding to the two pha5es 8.,.(' a5s1lmed

to be given. N ote th8.t rep8.ir rate5 8.ppe8.r in Q 1, bu t they 8.re not present in Q2.

Thus the behavior of the system is governed by 8. time-nonhomogeneo1l' M8.rkov

process X = {X(t), t ~ O}. To achieve o1lr go8.1 of obt8.ining v8.rio1ls 8.\ j..la.bility

meas1lres, it is first necessary to examine the system behavior over a singlc interval

of length T .
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3.2 Results for Imbedded Points

Let r~ = kT (k = 0,1, ...) be the consecutive points in time when repairs can begin

to be rnade. It is easy to see that the behavior of the systern during an interval
( ~-1 , ~) depends only on the state of the systern at r.-l, and is independent of
the behavior during other such intervals. Therefore, we can construct an irnbedded
Markov chain y at the points r.. Without loss of generality, we begin our analysis
of this first rnodel by concentrating on the calculation of various rneasures for the
interval ( ro, rl) = (0, T). The quantities of interest include state probability vectors

at time T, the curnulative operational time during (0, T) and the systern availabjlity.
To find these quantities involves the calculation of transient probabilities for an
interval of length T of a tirne-nonhornogeneous Markov process with generator Ql
during (O, R) and generator Q~ during (R, T).

As discussed in [GROS84], randornization rnay be used to obtain transient prob-
abilities for Markov processes with generator changes at discrete time points. Let
A1 , A~ be the randornization rates corresponding to Ql, Q~ respectively. AIso let
Pl' P~ be the transition rnatrices of the randornized Markov chains Zl, Z~ which
correspond to the two phases, that is, P1 = Ql/ A1 +1 and P~ = Q~/ A~+I. Further,
let 7r(n) = (7rl(n), ...,7rM(n)) be the vector of state probabilities after n transitions
of Zl, that is, 7r(n) = 7r(n -l)Pl. Sirnilarly, let v(n) correspond to Z~, that is,
v(n) = v(n -l)P~.

Assume that the state of the systern at ro is ai. We define Ci = (Cil, ..., CiM) to
be the state probability vector of the system R time units later (at the end of the
repair phase). Using randornization on an interval of length R, equation 3 gives

Ci = f e-A,R~7r(n) (9)
n=O n.

where 7r(0) = ei, the unit vector in direction i. Sirnilarly define di = (dil, ...,diM)
to be the probability vector corresponding to rl, the end of the interval. We now
use randomization on an interval of length T -R for a process with generator Q2
and obtain ~ n

dt = L e-A2(T-R)~v(n) (10)
o n.n=

where v(o) = Ci.

As rnentioned in section 2, truncation of the infinite surns in equations 9 and 10

willlead to cornputational errors. Error bounds for transient probabilities of pro-

cesses with generator changes are discussed in [GROS84]. As an exarnple, suppose
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we wish to calculate the vector di within a speci:fied tolerance f:. In this case the
calculations on the interval (O, R) are done using a tolerance of (R/T)f:, and those
on the interval (R, T) are done using a tolerance of (1- R/T)f:. The resulting value
of di will be within f: as desired.

Using these state probabilities we can now find availability measures of system
performance. We first consider Oi, the operational time during ( ro , rl) given that
the initial state is ai. We may write

E[Oi] = E[Oil] + E[Oi2] (11)

where Oil corresponds to the first (repair) phase and Oi2 corresponds to the second
(non-repair) phase. Using equation 4 we have

1 ~ (A R)n+l n
E[Oil] = A;Ee-A'R~foll7ro(m)11 (12)

and
E[Oi2] = 2- f: e-A1(T-R) [A2(T -R)!n+l t 11l/o(m)11 (13)

A2 n=O (n + 1). m=O

Finally, the expected availability for (ro, rl) with initial state ai is simply

E[Ai] = ~ (14)

3.3 Steady State and Transient Measures

In this section our goal is to calculate steady state and transient availability mea-
sures of the system. To this end, we will use equations 1 and 2 applied to the
appropriate performance measure. The first measure we consider is the cumulative
operational time. Let O(k) be the (unconditional) total operational time d1lring
(0, kT). Then equation 1 yields

lim ~ = f: E[Oi]{3i = lim ~ (15)
k-+~ k i=l k-+~ k

where {3 satisfies {3 = {3D. Note that the ith row of the matrix D is '.i:nply the

vector di, which is evaluated using equations 9 and 10. It remains t,' calculate
{E[Oi], i = 1, ..., M}, which is done using equations 11, 12 and 13. We n('xt obtain

the limiting availability of the system as follows. Let

A(k) = # (16)
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be the (unconditional) availability of the system over (O, kT). Then we have

M
1im A(k) = L E[Ai],8i = 1im E[A(k)] (17)

M--~ . 1 M--~ .=

where Ai = Oi/T .

We now show that transient measures such as the expected availability during

an interval (0, t) can be easily obtained for this model. First assume that t is a

multiple of T, say t = kT = TM. Then we may compute the expected operational

time during (0, t) from equation 2 as

M M-l
E[O(t)] = L E[Oi] L .8i(j) (18)

i=l j=o

The expected availability over this finite time period is

M M-l
E[A(t)] = L E[Ai] L .8i(j) (19)

i=l j=o

The general case of t = kT + ~ ( where 0 < ~ < T) follows by first using the above

procedure to obtain results for (0, kT), and then calculating the measure over the

additional interval of length ~ using randomization.
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4 Second Model

4.1 Introduction

In this section we consider the fol1owing maintenance policy. We assume that a
repairman makes a visit to inspect, maintain and possibly repair the system at
regular time intervals (for example, at the beginning of each month). If the system
goes down before the next scheduled visit of the repairman, an extra service is
performed in an attempt to bring the system to ful1 operation. This policy is
typical for large systems, where extra repair costs are usually small compared to
the operating cost of the facility.

We analyze this policy using the fol1owing model. We assume that scheduled
repair can start only at intervals of length T units apart. During such a visit the
system is shut down until the maintenance is completed. If the state of the sy5tem
when the repairman arrives is ai, then we assume that the scheduled repair time is
a random variable ~i, the distribution of which is exponential truncated at T with
parameter (}i. The truncated exponential is used, since the scheduled repair time
until the next such visit can be at most T time units in length. We al1ow imperfect
repairs to occur, i.e., the system may not always be brought to full operation when
a scheduled repair is completed. Upon the departure of the scheduled repairman,
he leaves the system in a state ai with a probability cii which depends on the 5tate
of the system ai that he initially encounters. This modeling aspect is important to
consider, since in actual installations some errors may remain unrepaired at the end
of the maintenance period. We model the failure behavior of the system during the
period after the scheduled rep8.irman leaves until the next scheduled maintenance
by a continuous time Markov process X = {X(t) : t ~ O} with generator Q. D11ring

the time between the scheduled maintenance periods, the system may be repaired if
it goes down. This unscheduled repair may also be imperfect and dependent on the
current down state. The repair performed by the unscheduled repairman is modeled
by including transitions out of the failed states in Q. There is a possi:,ility that the
unscheduled repair may not be completed at the time of the next sch luled repair.
In this case the scheduled repair takes place in the state of the system ,).t that time.
Figure 2 illustrates the policy. In that figure the arrows indicate the aJ i vaI of the
scheduled repairman. The time interval between the arrows has constalõ ength T.

We are interested in calculating both steady state and transient meas11res or the
system. These include operational time and availability quantities simiI! to those
considered in the first model. In addition, we consider the number of 11nscheduled
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5tate 5tate
a .a.

.1

I I I I I
1- ~i --I ..-(j ~

~T-+-T--1
5cheduled 5cheduled 5cheduled

repair repair repair

Figure 2: Second model.

repairs, i.e., those repairs that occur due to a failure of the system in the intervals

between scheduled repairs, and we also consider the fraction of such intervals in
which the unscheduled repairman has to be called. These last measures are impor-

tant in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the scheduled maintenance contract.

If scheduled repairs occur too infrequently, the system probably will suffer several

down periods, certainly an undesirable situation. Similar to the previous model, \ve

first examine the system behavior for an interval of length T between two scheduled

repalrs.

4.2 Results for Imbedded Points

Let rk be the beginning of the kth scheduled repair period, that is, rk = kT (k =

0,1, ...). As was the case for the first model, the system behavior during any interval

( rk-l , rk) depends only on the state of the system at rk-l and is independent of
the behavior during the other intervals. Therefore, we can construct an imbedded
Markov chain y = {J'.k : k = 0,1, ...} at rk, the points of arrival of the sched1lled

repairman. As for the first model, we may begin our analysis by calculating the

quantities ofinterest for the interval (rO,rl) = (o,T). We first need to calculate the

transition matrix D ofy and the expected operational times {E[Oi], i = 1, ..., M}.

We assume that the state of the system at ro is ai, and thus the corresponding

state probability vector is ei. As stated above, we assume that the probability

occupancy vector for the end of the scheduled repair period and the mean length

of the scheduled repair period are supplied as input. That is, the modeler s1lpplies
the vector Ci = (Cil, ..., CiM) of probabilities that the repairman leaves the system

in a certain state at the end of his scheduled visit, given that he found the system

in state ai upon arrival. The modeler also supplies the value of the parameter (Ji of

11



the distribution of the scheduled repair period

J 1 -e-9.f t < T
P[~i ~ t] = 11 t ~ T (20)

Recall that the behavior of the system after the scheduled repairman leaves is given

by the (time-homogeneous) Markov process X with gener8.tor Q. Let A be the
r8.ndomiz8.tion r8.te corresponding to Q, 8.nd let P = Q/ A + I be the transition

m8.trix of the resulting r8.ndomized M8.rkov ch8.in z. In wh8.t follows, we will use

r8.ndomiz8.tion to c8.1cul8.te sever8.1 quantities of interest.

The ith row or D is the st8.te prob8.bility vector 8.t time T, given that the st8.te
8.t the 8.rrival ofthe scheduled repairm8.n is ai. This vector, di = (dil, ...,diM), can

be obt8.ined from r8.ndomiz8.tion 8.S follows. With prob8.bility e-9iT the scheduled

rep8.ir wil1 not be completed, 8.nd the st8.te at TI will 8.gain be given by the vector

ei. Otherwise, the rep8.ir will finish 8.fter S8.y t < T, 8.nd we use randomization on
8.n interv8.1 or length T -t. Conditioning on ~i = t, we h8.ve from equation 3

~I(i=f = f: e-A(T-f)~11"(n) (21)
n=O n.

where 11"(0) = Ci 8.nd 1I"(n) = 1I"(n -l)P. Unconditioning gives

T ~
[A(T t

)]n
dã = I L e-A(T-f) T 1I"(n)(Jie-9if dt + e-9.T ei (22)

Jo - o n.n-

We rewrite this as ~
di = L In(T)11"( n) + e-9iT ei (23)

n=O

where
In(T) ~ IT (Jie-9ife-A(T-f) [A(T -t)]n dt (24)

Jo n!

We now eV8.1u8.te In(T) 8.nd find

~ (AT )n(J.T [( A -(J. )T ] m-(n+l)In(T) = L e-AT I r I (25)

m=n+l m.

Substituting this expression ror In(T) into equ8.tion 23, reversing the order of ,11m-

m8.tion, 8.nd simplirying yields

~ (AT)n(J.T n ~ (J. ) n-m dã = L e-AT Ir L 1- -.!.. 1I"(m) + e-9.T ei (26)

n=O (n + 1). m=O A
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Similarly, E[Oi] can be obtained as rollows. With probability e-8iT, the repair
will not be completed; in this case Oi = O. OthelWise, the lepail will finish aftel

say t < T, and we use landomization on an intelval or length T- t. So conditioning
on ~i = t, using equation 4 we find

E[Oil~i = t] = ~ f: e-A(T-t)~ t 1171"0(/)11 (27)
An=o (n+1).,=0

Unconditioning gives

E[Oi] = IT.!. f: e-A(T-t)~ f 1171"0(1)II(}ie-8if dt (28)
Jo An=o (n+1). 1=0

Recognizing In+1(T) in the above equation, we have

1 ~ n
E[Oi] = A L In+1(T) L 1171"0(1)11 (29)

n=O 1=0

Using the value rOl In+1(T) rlOm equation 25, we obtain

E[Oi] = ~ f: e-AT~ t ( 1- ~ ,n-m f: 1171"0(1)11 (30)
An=O (n+2). m=o\ A} 1=0

For this second model, we also considel measures involving the number or un-
scheduled repairs during (TO, T1). Given that the initial state at TO is ai, let rJi be
a random variable which lepresents the number or times a repairman had to be
called during (~i, T1). We wish to calculate the expected number or unscheduled
lepairs, E[Ui]. If the scheduled repair period does not complete (with probability
e-8iT), then Ui = 0. OthelWise we condition on ~i = t and use randomization. We

malk a tlansition l' -+ , in the randomized Malkov chain ir it causes a visit or the

unscheduled repairman. Then we have

E[Uil~i = t] = f: e-A(T-t)~ t P(lth transition is marked) (31)
n=l n. 1=1

Thus we need to find the probability that a palticular transition is marked. Let

f c!!f ~ 1 ir l' -+ , is marked
( ),.. - h .32 0 ot erw1Se

The entries f,.. are input parameters or the problem and are specified by the analyst.
The matrix U = [P,..f,..] gives the one-step probabilities or being marked. Now

13



define the vectors 1/J(I) = 7r(1 -l)U for 1 = 1,2, Then the probability that the

lth transition is marked is the sum of the components of 1/J(I). Therefore

E[Uil~i = t] = ~ e-A(T-t) [A(T -t)]n t 111/J(1)11 (3'
L.., n'
n=l .1=1

Unconditioning gives

E[Ui] = f=e-AT~ t (1- ~\n-mf:II1/J(I)11 (34)
n=l (n + 1). m=l \ A) 1=1

We now wish to determine the probability that an unscheduled repair takes place

during (TO, T1). That is, we wish to calculate P(Ui ~ 1) = 1- P(Ui = O). We wiII

concentrate on the calculation of P(Ui = 0) instead. If the scheduled repair period
does not finish, then Ui = 0. Otherwise the scheduled repair is completed at t < T ,

and we use randomization as above to obtain

~ [A(T -t)]n
P(Ui = °l~i = t) = L e-A(T-t) ,P(no marked transitions) (35)

o n.n=

Now define the vectors </J(n) = 7r(O)(P -u)n for n = 0,1, Then, given n

transitions, the probability that there are no marked transitions is the sum of the

components of </J(n). Therefore

~
[A (T t )] n

P(Ui = Ol~i = t) = L e-A(T-t) TII</J(n)11 (36)
n=O n.

Unconditioning gives

P(Ui = 0) = f= e-AT(A ( T)n(J )i: t ( 1- i \ n-mll</J(m)11 + e-8iT (37)

n=O n + 1 .m=O \ )

Equations 26, 30, 34 and 37 give formulas for the various quantities of interest

which may be evaluated recursively. To illustrate such a recursion, we c\ nsider the

evaluation of ~. We first rewrite equation 26 in the form

d. = ~ e-AT(AT)n(JiT f( n ) + e-8iT e.
( 38

)I ~ (n + 1)! I

where

f(n) ~cfo ~ 1- i)n-m7r(m) (39)

14



Note that

f(n + 1) = ~ 1- i) f(n) + 7r(n + 1) (40)

and thus f(n) may be calculated recursively. As a second example, let us evaluate

E[Oi]. Equation 30 may be written as

E[O ] -1 ~ -AT(AT)n+l(}iT
( ) ( )i --L.t e 9 n 41

A n=O ( n + 2)!

W here
n ( (} \ "-m m

g(n) ~rfo \ 1- i} ~ 117ro(I)11 (42)

Note that
( (}.

) n+l g(n + 1) = 1- i g(n) + ~ 117ro(I)11 (43)

and so g( n ) may also be calculated recursively. The expressions given by equa-

tions 34 and 37 may be evaluated in a similar manner.

For A > (}i, the geometric expressions in equations 26, 30, 34 and 37 involve

positive terms which are less thA.n one, and the corresponding recursions are nu-

merically stable. On the other hand, when the maximum transition rate in Q is

at most (}il we can always randomize with A = (}i. In this case expressions for di,
E[Oi], E[Ui] and P(Ui = 0) simplify. The value of di becomes

~ (AT)n+l
~ = L:: e-AT---,7r(n) +e-ATei (44)

n=O (n + 1).

while the expression for E[Oi] reduces to

1 ~ ( AT)n+2 n
E[Oi] = A E e-AT~ ~ 117ro(I)11 ( 45)

Also, for A = (}i, the expression for E[Ui] becomes

E[Ui] = E e-AT~ ~ 111/J(1)11 (46)

and the value of P(Ui = 0) is

P(Ui = 0) = Ee-AT~II4>(n)11 + e-AT (47)
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Error bounds for the truncation of the infinite sum in equations 26, 30, 34 and
37 are similar to those given in equations 6 and 8. As an example, we determine
the error in the calculation of di (for A > (}i) when the infinite sum in equation 26
is truncated at the index N. In this case, the error is

ed(N) ~r f e-AT~ t ( 1-- ~ ,n-m11"(m) (48)
n=N+l (n + 1). m=O \ A)

which satisfies

Iled(N)11 ~ f: e-AT (AT)n(}iT r 1- (1 -(}i/ A)n+l1 ( 49)

n=N+l (n + 1)! l 1- (1- (}i/A) J

Thus ,ve have the bound

N+l (AT)n
Iled(N)11 ~ 1 -L e-AT-, (50)

n=O n.

Error bounds for other quantities rnay be obtained in a similar manner.

In many cases, aggregating states which have similar characteristics will consid-
erably reduce the amount of computation necessary for a solution. States of the
Markov process X with the same parameters may be aggregated, if the measure
to be calculated is not aífected by the aggregation. For example, the cumulative
operational time does not change if failed states with the same characteristics are
aggregated. Another aggregation which is less apparent involves the imbedded
Markov chain y. States of this chain (which represent the system when the sched-
uled repairman arrives) may be aggregated if they have the same repair parameter
(} and the same probability vector c for the end of the repair phase. Assuming such
states are aggregated into MA distinct subsets, then the sums in equations 1 and
2 have only MA terms, and the computation involved in calculating the various
measures is reduced. An example which illustrates such an aggregation is presented
in section 6.

4.3 Steady State and Transient Measures

We now indicate how steady state and transient availability measures or f,. systern
can be calculated. We will apply equations 1 and 2 in a manner identical ,o that of
section 3.3. Limiting expressions involving the cumulative operational tim~ and the
system availability are again given by equations 15 and 17. For this seco. i model,
the matrix D and the expected operational time E[Oi] are given by equations 26
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8.nd 30, respectively- We c8.n 8.lso find the limiting number of unscheduled visits of
the rep8.irm8.n between scheduled rep8.ir periods. Let U(k) be the (uncondition8.1)
number of unscheduled rep8.irs during (O, kT)- Applying equ8.tion 1, we have

1~~ ~ = ~ E[UiJ/3i = 1~~ ~ (51)

The qu8.ntities { E[UiJ : i = 1, ---, M} are c8.lcul8.ted using equation 34. Finally,
we consider the fraction of intervals between scheduled repair periods for which
an unscheduled visit is necessary- We concentrate on the equivalent problem of
calculating the rraction or intervals with no unscheduled repair- Define a reward
Vi which is 1 if no unscheduled rep8.ir occurs during 8.n interval and 0 if at least
one unscheduled rep8.ir does occur, given th8.t the initi8.1 st8.te is ai- Note th8.t
E[Vi] = P(Ui = 0)- Next let V(k) be the (uncondition8.l) rew8.rd during (0, kT),

i-e-, V(k) is the number or intervals during (0, kT) with no unscheduled repair. We
have

lim ~ k(k) = f P(Ui = °)/3i = lim ~ (52)
k-+~ .~-+~ k1=1

where we use equation 37 to calculate P(Ui = 0)-

Tr8.nsient measures for the 8.bove quantities during a time period (0, t) can be

obt8.ined for this model in a m8.nner similar to th8.t of the first model- For notational

convenience, we consider only the case when t = kT = Tk for some kj the case when

t is not 8. multiple or T follows as in section 3.3. The expected operational time

during (0, t) and the expected availability during this time period may be calculated

using equations 18 and 19. Similarly, the expected number of unscheduled visits

during (0, t) is given by

M ~-1
E[U(t)J = L E[UiJ L /3i(j) (53)

i=1 j=o

and the expected number or intervals with no unscheduled repair is

M ~-1
E[V(t)] = L P(Ui = 0) L /3i(j) (54)

i=l j=o
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5 Third Model

5.1 Introduction

In this 5ection we consider the following maintenance policy. As was the case for

the second model, we assume that a repairman makes a visit to inspect, maintain

and possibly repair the system at regular time intervals. During the schedllled

maintenance period, the system is not working and is unavailable to the users.

The repairman leaves the system in operation, but it may go down before the next

scheduled visit. In this case an extra repair is necessary to attempt to bring the
system to full operation. However, unlike the second model, such an unscheduled

repair does not always take place. Specifically, if the system failure occurs near to

the time of the next scheduled repair visit, an extra repair is not called for. In this

case, the system is left down until the scheduled repairman arrives. But if the system

goes down with a long period or time remaining until the next scheduled repair, I\n
unscheduled visit is called for. In this case, not only does the unscheduled repairman

arrive to repair the system, but also the next 5cheduled visit is rescheduled to a later

time. This policy is typical for small sy5tems, for which it may not al\vay5 be cost

efficient to call for an unscheduled repair.

We analyze this policy using a model, 5everal a55umptions or which are identical

to tho5e of the 5econd model. For example, we assume that 5cheduled repair occurs

only at intervals of length T time units apart. During the scheduled visit, the

system is shut down until the end of the visit. The length or the scheduled visit is

a random variable Çi.5, the distribution of which is exponential truncated at T with

a parameter (}i.5 which depends on the state or the system ai at the 5tart or the

visit. The scheduled repairman leave5 the sy5tem in a state aj with a probability

Cij.5 which depend5 on the state ai at the beginning of the repair period. Unlike

the second model, if the system fail5 after the scheduled repairman leaves, it js

pos8ible that an un5chedllled repair doe8 not take place. We assume that there is
a (constant) value (AJ such that, if the system failure occurs within (AJ time units of

the next scheduled visit, the unscheduled repairman is not called and i ;1e 5ystem

remains down until the schedllled repairman arrives. However, if the systl.m railure

occur5 more than (AJ time units from the next scheduled repair, then an un8r-heduled

repair does take place. In this latter case the next scheduled visit is res( ('duled
for T time units after th~ arrival or the unscheduled repairman. The lengtll or the

unscheduled repair period is a random variable Çi.U, the distribution of \"hich is

exponential truncated at T with a parameter (}i,U which depends on the statc ()r the

8ystem ai at the time ofthe unscheduled repair. The system is lert in a state aj I\t the
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end of the unscheduled repair with a probability Cij.U which depends on the state ai
at the arrival of the unscheduled repairman. Note that different values of length of
repair ror scheduled and unscheduled visits are useful ror including modeling details
such as traveling time ror unscheduled repair, etc. We model the system behavior
arter the (scheduled or unscheduled) repairman leaves by a continuous time Markov
process X = {X(t) : t ? O} with generator Q. Figl1re 3 i11ustrates the policy. In

state state state
ai aj ai

I I I I I I I
F i.5--i ~'5-i ~ --f ~

T r<T-~ r T r

scheduled scheduled unscheduled scheduled
repalr repalr repalr repalr

Figure 3: Third model.

that figure the arrows indicate the arrival or a repairman.

We wish to calculate both steady state and transient quantities of system be-
havior. As berore, we are interested in the cumulative operational time and the

availability or the system. We also consider the rraction or times that an unsched-

uled repair is ca11ed ror berore the next scheduled repair.

5.2 Re5ult5 ror Imbedded Point5

Consider the points of arrival or a repairman, both scheduled and unscheduled. Let
Tk (k = 0,1, ...) be the kth such arrival point. Similar to the analysis of the first

and second models, we identiry an imbedded Markov chain y = {Yk : k = 0,1, ...}

at these points. We first describe the state space or the imbedded chain y. Unlike

the second model, an interval ( Tk-l , Tk) may begin with either a scheduled or an

unscheduled repair. Ir the initial state is operational, then a scheduled repair must
result. Howev~r, ir the initial state is a failed state, then either type or repair is

possible. Since the input parameters ( the mean length of the repair period and

the state probability vector at the departure of the repairman) ror a failed state are

different in the two cases, we introduce two failed states in the imbedded chain y ror

each railed state in the Markov process X. Specifica11y, let S = {ai: i = 1,...,M}

be the state sp8.ce or X, with So and SF defined as berore. Then the st8.te 5pace
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s. of y is 8. set of p8.irs w hich indicate the ( original) st8.te and the type of repair .

That is, we define

Sõ = {(ai,S) : i = 1,...,L} (operational st8.tes)

Ss = {(ai, S) : i = L + 1, ..., M} (failed states, scheduled repair) (55)

S;' = {(ai, U) : i = L + 1, ..., M} (railed st8.tes, unscheduled repair)

and we have s. = Sõ U Ss U Su = { a6 : 8 = 1, ..., M + K} (recall that L + K = M).

With this ( expanded) definition of state, we see th8.t the behavior or the system

during an interval ( Tk-l , Tk) depends only on the state or the system at Tk-l, and

is independent or other such intervals. Thus we concentrate on calculating the

quantities or interest ror the first interv8.1 (O, Tl). Let a6 be the state or the system

at TO. The repair period ~6 corresponds to 8. scheduled visit ror 8 = 1, ..., M and
to an unscheduled visit ror 8 = M -1- 1, ..., M + K. As in the second model, we

assume that the prob8.bility occupancy vector ror the end or the repair period 8.nd

the mean length or the repair period are input p8.rameters. That is, we are given the
vector C6 = (C6.1' ..., C6,M) of probabilities that the repairman leaves the system in

a certain state at the end or the rep8.ir period (recall that there are M such states,

operational and railed). We 8.re also given that the distribution or the repair period

~6 s8.tisfies equation 20 with a parameter (}6. Note th8.t ~6, C6, (}6 correspond to the

input parameters ~i.S, Ci.S, (}i,S or ~i.U, Ci,U, (}i.U depending on whether 8 corresponds
to a scheduled repair or an unscheduled repair.

Note that the interval (0, Tl) is not constant, and so randomization cannot be

used directly. However, instead of looking at the original process t'Y on (0, TI)' the

measures or interest can be c8.lculated by considering an auxiliary process Xl on

(0, T). The gener8.tor Ql of XI is similar to the original generator Q, except that

alI r8.iled states 8.re absorbing states. We now describe the behavior of the system

under the auxiliary process ..Y1. If the system rails during (T -cu, T), under ,l'l 8.

scheduled repair wjll occur at time T, and the system will remain in the partic1llar

railed state rrom the time of the f8.ilure until time T. In this case the behavior 1lnder

the auxiliary process t'Y1 is seen to be identical to that under the original process ..Y.

However, ifthe system rails during (O,T-cu), under Xl the system will remain in the

particular railed st8.te until time T, and once again an unscheduled repair wiP occur

at time T. This behavior differs from that under the original process X, since ; n the

l~tter case an unscheduled repair starts immediately. Since additional transi\ 'i.'ns

do not occur once the process Xl rf'aches a r8.iled state, the state probability ve, Jrs

at T and the operational time during (0, T) ror the auxiliary proces5 X1 are the s.J.me

as the corresponding quantities during the interval (0, Tl) for the original proces" ,Y.

We will use randomization to calculate the quantities for the process X1. To t;lat

end, we let Al be the randomization rate corresponding to the gener8.tor Ql' and
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we let P1 = Ql/ A1 + I be the transition matrix of the randomized Markov chain

Zl. Note that the state space of Zl is simply S.

We now calculate d6" = (d6,1, ..., d6,M+K ), the state probability vector of the

imbedded chain y at Tl. We first consider the failed states which correspond to an

unscheduled repair, that is, we determine du ~r (d6,M+l, ..., d6,M+K). If the repair

period ( whether scheduled or unscheduled) lasts at least until T -(U, then these

probabilities are zero. Otherwise the repair will finish at t < T- (U, and we use

randomization on an interval of length T -(U -t to find the probabilities of failed
states at time T -(U. Similar to the derivation of equation 23, we obtain

~
du = L In(T -C&1 )11"F( n) (56)

n=O

where 11"(0) = Ci and 1I"(n) = 1I"(n -1)P1 (reca11 that 1I"F(n) = (11"L+l(n), ...,11"M(n))).

This simplifies to

du = f e-AI(T-w) [A1(T -(U )]n(}6~T -(U) t { 1 -~ \ n-m11"F(m) (57)

n=O (n+1). m=O\ AI)

We next find do ~r (d6,1, ..., d6,L), the probability vector for the operational

states (note that these states must correspond to a scheduled repair). With prob-

ability e-8,T, the repair period wi11last for the interval (0, T), and the operational

state probabilities wi11 be given by eo, the vector e6 restricted to the operational

states. Otherwise, the repair period ends at t < T, and we use randomization on

an interval of length T -t as before. This yields

~
do = L In(T)11"o(n) + e-8,T eo (58)

n=O

(reca11 that 1I"o(n) = (11"1(n), ...,11"L(n))). This simplifies to

~ (A T ) n(} T n l (}
) n-m do = L e-AlT 1 6, L 1- ~ 1I"o(m) + e-8,T eo (59)

n=O (n + 1). m=O A1

Fina11y, we determine ds ~r (d6,L+l, ..., d6",M ), the probability vector for the

failed states which correspond to a scheduled repair. If the repair period does not

finísh ( wíth probabílíty e-8,T) and the ínterval (0, T) began in eíther of the two failed

states a5 = (a6", S) or a5+K = (a6, U) (6 = L + 1, ..., M), then the next interval

(T,2T) wí11 begín wíth a scheduled repaír ín the failed state a5. Otherwise, the
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repair period ends at t < T, and we use randornization to determine the probability
of a failed state at T. Note that we rnust subtract off the probability of a failed state
at T- f.I), since this was already accounted for in the unscheduled repair calculation
of equation 57. Carrying out this procedure, we find

~
ds = L In(T)11"F(n) -du + e-9,T{es + eu} (60)

n=O

or

~ -A T (A1T)n(}6T ~
~ (}6 )n-m ( ) -9 T { } ( )ds = L.. e 1 ( )1 L.. 1 -- A 1I"F m -du + e I es + eu 61

n=O n + 1 .m=O 1

We now calculate the expected curnulative operational time, E[O6], durjng the

interval (0, rl ). Recall that the systern is not operational during the repair period

(whether scheduled or unscheduled) no rnatter what the state of the system at the

arrival of the repairrnan. Also recall that failed states are absorbing states in the

randornized Markov chain Zl, 50 that the curnulative operational time during (0, T)

under the auxiliary process X1 is equal to the curnulative operational time d11ring

(0, rl) under the original process X. Thus we rnay proceed as in the derivation of

equation 30 for the second rnodel and obtain

E[O6] = ~ f. e-AIT~ fo ~ 1 -~ ) n-m ~ 111ro(I)11 (62)

In order to obtain the lirniting availability of the systern, we will need to de-

termine the expected length of time between successive arrivals of a repairman.

That is, let C6 be the value of rl given that the initial state is a;, and we wish to

calculate E[C6]. If the repair period Ç6 satisfies Ç6 ~ T- f.I), then an unscheduled
repair will not be called for, and so C6 = T. However, if Ç6 < T- f.I), then C6 may

be thought of as the surn of Ç6 plus the operational time during (0, T) in a certain

tirne-nonhornogeneous Markov process X2 with a generator change at T- (4l. During

(O,T-f.I)) the generator ofX2 is identical to Ql ofthe auxiliary process X1, ut dur-

ing (T -f.I), T) the generator of X2 corresponds to a process with no state changes.
Since C6 = T if the systern is operational at T -f.I), it is clear that the opert fi')nal

time corresponding to X2 yields the desired quantity. Thus for Ç6 < T-f.I), we 1 ally

have

C6=~6+06(T-f.I))+f.I)I6(T-f.I)) (63)

Here I6( u ) is an indicator randorn variable w hich is 1 or 0 depending on w hether

the systern is up or down at time u, and 06(T -f.I) ) is the curnulative operational
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time under the auxiliary process X1 during (O, T -(AJ ). Accounting for alI of the
above cases, we obtain the expected value of C6 as

E[C6] = ~(1 -e-8.(T-w») + (AJe-8.(T-w) + E[O6(T -(AJ)] + wlldo(T -(AJ)II (64)

(J6

where

E[O6(T -(AJ )] =

.-!.- f: e-AI(T-w)[A1(T -(AJ)]n+l(J,6(T -(AJ2 t (1- ~
) n-m f 117ro(I)II(65)

A1 n=O ( n + 2). m=O A1 1=0

and

do(T-(AJ) = fe-AI(T-W)[Al(T-(AJ)]n(J6,(T-(AJ) t (1- ~
) n-m7ro(m) (66)

n=O (n + 1). m=O A1

Finally, we wish to calculate the probability that an unscheduled repairman had

to be called. In the terminology of the second model, this is P( U 6 = 1) ( note that

U6 is either 0 or 1 in this third model). We have

P(U6 = 1) = Ildull (67)

where du, the state probability vector of an unscheduled repair beginning 8.t rl, is

given by equation 57. Since U 6 is a random variable taking on only the values O
and 1, we may also note that E[U6] = P(U6 = 1).

The various remarks at the end of section 4.2 also apply to this third model. For

example, if the maximum transition rate in Ql is at most (J6, we can randomize with
A1 = (}6 and obtain simplified expressions for the measures of interest. These ex-

pressions may be calc1llated 1lsing numerically stable recursions as before. We also

observe that error bounds for the quantities of interest may be easily obtained in a

manner similar to that for the second model. Finally, states with similar character-

istics may be aggregated in the imbedded Markov chain y to give comp11tational

savings when calc11lating various measures.

5.3 Steady State and Transient Measures

In this section we calculate steady state and transient availability meas11res of the

system. As for the previous two models, equation 15 again holds, where O(k) is the
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cumul8.tive oper8.tion8.l time during (O, Tk). We next let A(k) be the 8.v8.il8.bility of

the system during (0, Tk). However, unlike the first two models, the v8.lue of Tk in

this third model is not const8.nt. In this C8.se, we h8.ve

A(k) = ~ (68)
T.

Dividing numer8.tor 8.nd denomin8.tor of equ8.tion 68 by k, we m8.y 8.pply theorem

7.14 of [HEYM82] to obt8.in (independent of the st8.te 8.t time 0)

lim A(k) = L~i; E[O6]fJ6 (69)
k--CXI L6=1 E[C6]fJ6

with prob8.bility 1.

To find the limiting fr8.ction of times th8.t 8.n unscheduled rep8.ir W8.S c8.lled for

before the next scheduled rep8.ir, let U( k ) be the number of unscheduled rep8.irs
during (0, rk). Rec8.lling th8.t E[U6] = P(U6 = 1), we h8.ve

I .U(k) -M~K P(U - 1) /'J - I .E[U(k)]
( )1m --L.i s -1-'6 -1m 70

k--CXI k k--~ k6=1

where P(U6 = 1) is given by equ8.tion 67.

We next c8.lcul8.te tr8.nsient 8.v8.il8.bility me8.sures of the system. Since the length

of 8.n interv8.l ( Tk-1 , rk) is not const8.nt in this model, we C8.nnot obt8.in tr8.nsient

me8.sures for 8. time period ( o, t) of fixed length. However, expressions similar to
those ofequ8.tions 18 8.nd 53 m8.y be obt8.ined for the interv8.l (0, rk). As 8.n ex8.mple,

we m8.y determine the expected number of the first k interv8.ls in which 8. repairm8.n

h8.d to be c8.lled before the next scheduled visit. Proceeding 8.5 before, we h8.ve

M+K k-1
E[U(k)] = L P(Us = 1) L fJs(j) (71)

6=1 i=o

The expected length of 8.n interv8.l ( Tk-1 , Tk) m8.y then be used to find 8.n 8., Jroxi-
m8.te result for (0, t), the period of interest.
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6 Examples

In this section we present exarnples which illustrate the applicability of the approach
developed in this paper. We have chosen to use the second scheduled rnainten8.nce
policy, which is typical of large cornputer installations. Exarnples illustrating the
other policies will appear in future reports.

Consider a cornputer systern with redundancy. The systern has two processors
and three rnernory units connected to a bus, as illustrated in Figure 4. One of

spare PROC

PROC

BUS

MEM MEM
spare

Figure 4: Exarnple of a systern with redundancy.

the two processors and one of the three rnernory units are spares. We assume that.
the failure of a cornponent in the systern is independent of the failure of any other
cornponent. Furtherrnore, the spares are in a cold standby rnode, i.e., they are
deactivated and cannot fail. We also assume that once an operating cornponent
fails, a spare (if there is any left) is irnrnediately switched to full operation. We
ernphasize that the above assurnptions are not rnodeling restrictions, but are used
to sirnplify the rnodel, since our goal is to illustrate the approach we use. An
operating processor rnay fail in two different modes, "Oft fail and hard fail. If an
operating processor fails in soft rnode, the systern can be restarted automatically (if
there is a spare processor, the spare substitutes for the failed unit during restart).
The restart process takes an average of 1 hour. On the other hand, a hard fail
requires the intervention of a repairrnan. The rate at which processor soft failures
occur is 1 per 14 days, and hard failures occur on an average of 1 per 3 rnonths. A
working memory unit fails at a rate of 1 per 2 months. The bus fails at a rate of 1
per 4 months. The system is considered up if at least one processor, two memory
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units and the bus are operational. In this example we assume that no failures can
occur if the system is down.

We now consider the repair schedule. We assume that a repairman inspects
the system once every T units of time. U pon arrival, the repairman may find
the system either operational or inoperative. In the first case, the repairman runs
certain diagnostic programs w hich will indicate if any unit is failed. He then replaces
the failed units and brings the system to operation with all units repaired. This
process takes only 1 hour on the average, during which the system is unavailable for
use. If the system is round inoperative upon the scheduled visit or the repairman,
then it is assumed that more time is needed to repair the system than in the previous
case. We assume that it takes 4 hours ror the system to be repaired on the average,
and that all the units are brought to full operation.

If the system fails during the period between scheduled maintenance times, an
unscheduled repairman is called. Upon arrival, the repairman performs the neces-
sary repairs and brings the system to rull operation. It is reasonable to assume that
the average interval from the time that an unscheduled repairman is called ror until
the system is brought to full operation is considerably larger than the time required
to fix the system by a sched uled repairman, since in the former, there are usually
extra delays (such as traveI delays) which occur due to the unexpected failure. In
this example we assume that the average elapsed time between a failure and the
rull repair or the system is 24 hours.

The state or the system between scheduled visits of the repairman is represented
by a quadruple (dp" dph, dm, db), where dp, (dph) is the number of processors in a
soft (hard) fail mode, dm is the number of failed memory units and db indicates
whether or not the bus is operational. The total number of states in the model
is 21, and 6 of them represent an operational system. An unscheduled visit of a
repairman is represented by transitions from the failed states to the state (0,0,0,0)
ror which all units are oper8.tional. For the measures we consider, the failed states
or the Markov process representing the system behavior between scheduled repairs
can be aggregated to a single state, since down states are indistinguishab ' by the

unscheduled repairman. However, we emphasize that this aggregation may '\~t hold
in general. Furthermore, we note that more complex cases can be easily represented.
For instance, if the probability that an unscheduled repairman leaves the sys ~m in
full operation is less than 1, then the Markov process would have non-zero tran!, tions
rrom the failed states to states other than the (0,0,0,0) state.

Since the scheduled repairman always leaves the system in full operatioii and
there are only two difrerent means ror the scheduled repair times, then the imbedded
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Markov chain y used to calculate the measures (matrix D) has only two states, one
represents an operational system upon arrival of the scheduled repairman and the
other represents a down system.

Figure 5 shows the availability of the system as a function of the interval T
between scheduled repairs. The horizontal line indicates the availability when no

o
OJ

S : : : : : : : :
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INTERVAL BETWEEN SCHEDULED REPAIRS (HOURS)

Figure 5: A vailability versus the interval between scheduled repairs.

scheduled repair takes place, i.e., the repairman comes only when the system fails.
The shape of the curve in Figure 5 can be explained as follows: if the scheduled repair
interval is small, then the availability is also small, since the system is shut down for
the scheduled maintenance for a greater proportion of time. As the scheduled repair
interval increases, the availability increases to a maximum. Then the availability
decreases since, if the time between repair periods increases, the benefit gained with
a scheduled maintenance (say, the ability to repair failed units before the system
fails) is lost. In the limit as the interval between scheduled repairs goes to infinity,
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only unscheduled repairs take place. From the figure, we see that ror this example,

the highest availability is achieved ir the interval between scheduled repairs is 9 days

(216 hours).

It is usually costly ir the system rails unexpectedly and a repairman has t(

be called. Ideally, the interval between scheduled repairs should be small enough

so that the probability that the repairman has to be called between scheduled

maintenance periods is insignificant. However, frequent scheduled visits may be

extremely costly. To study this relationship, we have assigned a cost or s units

ror each visit or a scheduled repairman, and a cost or u units for each unscheduled

visit. It is reasonable to assume that S < u. Figure 6 shows the total expected
cost per unit or time versus the interval T between scheduled repairs, when S = 10

and U = 1000. With this cost ror the system, a high price is paid ir the interval

q

~

O 500 1000 1500 200C

INTERVAL 8ETWEEN SCHEDULED REPAIRS (HOURS)

Figure 6: Total cost per unit or time: S = 10, U = 1000.

between scheduled repairs is too small. The cost decreases to a minimum, and then
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it increases due to the cost of unscheduled visits of the repairman. From the figure

we see that the cost is minimized if the interval between repairs is 4 days.

Figure 7 shows the cost per unit of time for the same system when we increase
the cost of the scheduled repair visits to S = 100. We see that now the cost favors

o
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Figure 7: Total cost per unit of time: S = 100, U = 1000.

less scheduled visits in comparison to the previous val1le of s. From the fig1lre the
minimum cost is achieved when the interval between scheduled repairs is 21 days

(504 hours).

From the figures we also note that there is a tradeoff between cost and avail-
ability, namely, we would like to minimize cost and maximize availability. This

can be studied by constructing tradeofF functions based on assigning weights to the

availability and the cost.
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7 Conclusions

In this paper we obtain transient as well as steady state measures of models
repairable computer systems with different scheduled maintenance policies. Amo 9
the contributions of the paper we mention the ability to model complex system
failure and repair behavior and the calculation of transient measures, unlike previ-
ous work. Our solution method allows the modeling of important features such as
imperfect repair and repair time dependent on the state of the system upon arrival
of the repairman. Since the behavior of the system to be studied is modeled by
a continuous-time Markov process, modeling details such as Coxian failure distri-
butions, coverage, spares and failure dependencies can be included. Furthermore,
the transient and steady state quantities we calculate can be compared with the
corresponding ones obtained for the same model of a system, but without scheduled

repalr .

In addition to availability, we calculate quantities related to the number of un-
scheduled visits of the repairman. The5e quantitie5 are important in evaluating the
5cheduled maintenance policy being considered. As we have 5hown in the examples,
our 5olution method allows Us to perform tradeoff studies between achieved avail-
ability and cost. Furthermore, the results can be easily extended to evaluate the
distribution or unscheduled visits of the repairman. Finally, we have shown that
the expres5ions obtained íor the measures of interest can be easily evaluated using

numerically stable recur5ions.
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Appendix A

A Transient Solutions by Interval

The technique for calculating transient rneasures which was presented in the previ-
ous sections involves the following state by state approach. Given the initial state
of the systern, quantities of interest are calculated over a single interval, and the
( unconditional) transient rneasure is then obtained frorn the conditional quantities.
In this section we describe another rnethod of solution for calculating transient mea-
sures over 8. time period (O, t) ror the above three rnodels. This rnethod involves
calculating the state probabilities or the irnbedded Markov chain at the point5 Tk
up to time t and evaluating the quantities or interest over each interv8.1 (Tk-l, Tk).
This process requires approxirnately the 5arne arnount or computation as evalu8.ting
a transient rneasure of a tirne-hornogeneous Markov process using randomiz8.tion.
As is the c8.se with other calculations of transient quantities using randornization,
error bounds can be easily cornputed. For notational convenience, we assume that
t is a rnultiple or T, say t = ItT .

A.l First Mo deI

We wish to calculate transient measures over (0, t) ror the first rnodel introduced
above. Let c(k ), d(k) be the state probability vectors at the end or the kth repair
phase ( the point T.-l + R = ( k -1 )T + R) and the end of the kth interval ( the point
T. = kT) respectively. We assume that the state probability vector at time 0, d(O),

is given. The expected curnulative operational time over the interval (0, t) can be
easily obtained as follows. The operational time d uring the kth interval ( Tk-l , Tk) is
e(k) = e1(k) + e2(k), where e1(k) and e2(k) are the operational time during the
repair and non-repair phases lespectively. The curnulative operational time duling
(0, Tk) is sirnply O(k) = e(l) + ...+ e(k ). Assurning that quantities rOl the (k -1 )st

intelval h8.ve been calculated, we calculate thern rOl the kth intelval as rollows. We
cleally have frorn equations 9 and 12

~ (A R)n
c(k) = L e-AIR2.-7r(n) (72)

n=O n.

and
1 ~ (A R)n+l n

E[e1(k)] = ~Ee-A'R~:foll7ro(m)11 (73)
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where 71'(0) = d(k -1). We also have from equations 10 and 13

d(k) = f: e-A~(T-R)~v(n) (74)
n=O n.

and

E[e~(k)] = .-:.- f: e-A~(T-R)[A~(T -R)!n+l t Ilvo(m)11 (75)
A~ n=O (n + 1). m=O

where v(o) = c(k). Using these expressions we can calculate the expected opera-

tional time during (0, t) as

IC
E[O(t)] = L E[e(k)] (76)

k=l

and the expected availability during (0, t) as

E[A(t)] = ~ (77)
t

Note that the above procedure can be viewed as calculating transient availability
measures for 8. time-nonhomogeneous M8.rkov process with 2K -1 gener8.tor ch8.nges.
That is, the process has gener8.tor Ql during the intervals ((k -l)T, (k -l)T + R)
and generator Q~ during the intervals ((k -l)T + R, kT) for k = 1, ..., K. Error
bounds for the various me8.sures may be obt8.ined using a str8.ightforward extension
of the method that was discussed in section 3.2 for a process with 8. single gener8.tor

ch8.nge.

The choice of method for c8.1cul8.ting E[A(t)] depends on the tr8.deoff between
the number of interv8.1s to be computed (the v8.1ue of K), the number of states of
S ( the v8.1ue of M), the sp8.rseness of the m8.trices Pl and P~, 8.nd the V8.1ue of
At. The tr8.deoff can be easily seen by ev8.1u8.ting the number of m8.trix operations
for e8.ch method, since the cost of these oper8.tions will dominate the tot8.1 cost in
both c8.ses. For inst8.nce, if M is much 18.rger th8.n K, then the interv8.1 by interv8.1
method introduced in this section should be used.

A.2 Second Model

In this section we discuss 8.n altern8.te method of solution for c8.1cul8.ting I r8.nsient

me8.sures for the second model. Inste8.d or using the origin8.1 process X, this method
involves 8.n interval by interval approach using a Markov process XE which has an
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extended state space SE with 2M states. Specifically, SE has M (transient) states

ai (i = 1, ..., M) which explicitly represent the scheduled repair during an interval

(T1-1, Tk)' while the time after the scheduled repair is modeled as berore using the

M states ai (i = 1, ..., M). The generator of XE is

QE = ~ ~ ~ ~ (78)

where Q is the generator of X, R is a diagonal matrix with entries 1'ii = -()i,

and S is a matrix with entries 8i; = ()iCi; .Let AE be the randomization rate

corresponding to QE, and let p E = QE / AE + I be the tlansition matlix or the

randomized Markov chain ZE. The state plobability vectoI arter n transitions
of ZE, -y(n) = (-Yl(n),...,-y2M(n)), is given by -y(n) = -y(n- l)PE. We define

v(n) = (-Yl(n), ..., -yM(n») to be the vector corresponding to the scheduled repair
states ai and 1I"(n) = (-YM+l(n), ..., '12M(n)) to correspond to the states ai.

We identify an imbedded Markov chain YE at the points Tk = kT which repre-

sent the beginning or the kth scheduled repaiI period. Observe that there ale only
M states or YE, namely, ai (i = 1, ..., M). We define d(k) = (d1(k), ..., dM(k))

to be the state probability vector or YE at the point Tk. We assume that d(o) is
given, and we wish to calculate the vectors d(k) (k = 1,...,tt) and the expected

opelational time during (O, t). Although d(k) has length M, it is detelmined using

the Iandomized Malkov chain ZE which has 2M states. Note that ZE must be

Iestalted in the states ai ( i = 1, ..., M) at the beginning or each interval ( Tk-l , Tk ).

The plobability of state ai at the end or such an intelval is the sum or the probabil-

ities of the two states ai and ai at time T in the randomized chain ZE. In addition,

since we have assumed that the system is not working during the scheduled repair

period, the states ai are classified as down states when determining the operational

time. Thus the only operational states ale the states or So .

Using the above obselvations, we may easily calculate quantities fOI the kth

interval (T1-1, Tk), assuming that they have been calculated ror the (k-1)st interval.

We have

d(k) = f: e-A5T~{v(n) + 1I"(n)} (79)
n=O n.

where -y(0) = (d(k -1),0). We also have

1 ~ (A T)n+l n
E[e(k)] = A:;Ee-A5T~foI111"o(m)11 (80)

Measures involving the number of unscheduled repairs can also be calc11lated
using randomization on an interval by interval basis. Let i( k ) be the ( 11ncondi-
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tional) number of unscheduled repairs during the interval ( rk-1 , rk). The number of
unscheduled repairs during (O, rk) is U(k) = i(l) + ...+ i(k ). Since unscheduled

visits can occur only after the scheduled repair period is completed, marked tran-
sitions (transitions which cause an unscheduled repair) must involve the states ai
and not the states ai. Therefore, the marking matrix U E for the chain ZE is

U E = ~ ~ ~ ~ (81)

where U is defined as in section 4.2. Setting 1/JE(I) = i(l -l)UE for 1 = 1,2, ...,
then 1/JE(I) = (O, 1/J(I)) where 1/J(I) = 7r(1 -l)U. Thus we have

E[i(k)] = f e-ABT~ i= ( 1- ~ \n-mf 111/J(1)11 (82)
n=l (n+1). m=l\ AE) 1=1

Note that 1/J(1) = 0, because 7r(0) = 0 (the first transition in the randomized Markov

chain ZE always involves a scheduled repair state and thus cannot be marked).

The choice of the method for calculating measures of interest depends on the
number of states in the imbedded Markov chain y (call this number A) and the
number of states in the Markov process XE. Note that, as mentioned in section 4.2,
it is usually possible to aggregate states of the imbedded Markov chain y. Therefore,
the number of states of y is usually much less than M. If y has less than M states,
then XE has less than 2M states (XE has M + A states). The choice of the method
depends roughly on the value of A and the number of intervals to be com pu ted .For
instance, if K. > A then the state by state method of section 4.3 should be used.

A.3 Third Model

The interval by interval method for calculating transient quantities for the third
model also makes use of an extended Markov chain. In this case, ( trans;pnt ) states
for both scheduled and unscheduled repair are added (M + K extra stf' :.s). Thus
the randomized Markov chain for this third model has 2M + K states. T;if:: interval
by interval method is then similar to that introduced in section A.2 for th~ second
model. The choice of solution method depends roughly on the tradeoff bet\ .een the
number of states in the imbedded Markov chain y, and the number of int(' vaIs to
be computed. For example, large values of K. compared with A ravor the use or the
method presented in section 5.3.
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